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§DON’T PANIC
§BE STRATEGIC



§ Means of notetaking

§ Copy of syllabus (digital or physical)

§ Calendar (digital or physical)

§ Access to Canvas or physical readings

§ Method of storage for handouts

§ BACKUPS of all Candler related material





Physical: Cloud: 





§Digital note taking has the tendency to become 
transcribing– the goal is to process not record verbatim. 

§Most digital note taking doesn’t have much flexibility 
regarding format– if you use a word processor, find a way to 
highlight/code your notes for consistency. 

§A computer is DISTRACTING– do you trust yourself to stay 
focused?

§Digital notes do have the advantage of being searchable 
and shareable, so to each his/her own!









§Coggle.it
§Bubbl.us



§Preview

§Read Actively (includes reading, highlighting, note-taking)

§Review/Recall







§What topics are the subject of this assignment?

§What are being asked to DO with that topic?

§Look for key words:
§ Analyze
§ Compare
§ Evaluate
§ Argue 



§ You will be responsible for writing two 7-page papers. These papers 
should be double spaced, Times 12 point, 1" margins. Please do not 
include a title page or bibliography; please use footnotes rather than 
endnotes. Each paper should draw on information drawn from 
relevant course readings, lectures, exercises, and discussions in a 
selective and strategic way, and should be organized around a well-
crafted thesis statement, in support of which you marshal various 
exegetical arguments and observations. 

§ Paper 1 (due 3/6): an exegesis of Luke 22:15-20, concentrating on its 
possible meaning for first-century Christians. 

§ Paper 2 (due 5/2): an exegesis of 1 Timothy 5:3-16, concentrating on 
how an understanding of its possible meaning for first-century 
Christians can inform its possible meaning for contemporary 
Christians. 
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§Assigned readings

§Lecture notes

§Your syllabus



§ Is there a research 
guide on the topic? 
pitts.emory.edu/guides

§Talk to a reference 
librarian! 
pitts.emory.edu/ask



Primary

§ A document from 
the period you are 
studying

§ Biblical books

§ Wesley’s sermons

§ A Zora Neale 
Hurston novel

Secondary Tertiary

§ Works written 
about primary 
sources

§ Commentary on the 
book of Ruth

§ Essays on Wesley’s 
preaching

§ Journal article 
analyzing Hurston’s 
Their Eyes Were 
Watching God

§ Short summaries 
representing whole 
fields 

§ Bible dictionary

§ Companion to Wesley 
Studies

§ Encyclopedia of 
Contemporary 
Fiction



§Dictionaries
§Encyclopedias
§Handbooks
§Sourcebooks





§Anchor Bible Dictionary
§New Interpreter’s 
Dictionary of the Bible





§Have you exhausted all materials at your disposal to 
answer the question (including asking someone at 
the Reference Desk)?

§Ok so, who do you contact?
§Have certain TA’s been identified for particular 
issues?

§You can email TA and cc faculty member if you are 
unsure



Dear Professor Last-Name,
This is a line that recognizes our common humanity.
I’m in your Class Name, Section Number that meets on 
This Day. This is the question I have or the help I need. 
I’ve looked in the syllabus and at my notes from class 
and online and I asked someone else from the class.  I 
think This Is The Answer, but I’m still not sure. This is the 
action I would like you to take.
Signing off with a Thank You is always a good idea,
Favorite Student
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Online

§ Pitts Research Guides

§ Purdue Online Writing Lab (OWL)

§ Emory Writing Center resources 

In person 

§ Candler Writing Center

§ Office of Student Programming

§ THE REFERENCE DESK




